
Proposed Changes to the Pima County Democratic Party Platform 
 

In late summer, the Platform Committee sent all Precinct Committee People (PCs) a form to 

submit changes to the Pima County Democratic Party Platform. The Platform Committee worked 

over the last several months to incorporate those changes. 

 

In this PDF, pages 2-8 are the changes that we incorporated and approved as a committee.  

 

We notated changes in red. A red strikethrough means a deletion. Red text means a replacement 

of words or a rewording of a similar idea. Blue text signifies a new concept or insertion.  

 

Pages 9 and 10 is a new plank that includes the principles of the Future of Policing Resolution 

that the Executive Committee passed in August.  

Two lines were removed from the Public Safety plank and added to this new plank called Justice 

in Policing. 

 

Page 11 is a new plank. We realized with the Pima County Disability Caucus’ advocacy that our 

platform was missing vital commitments to our disability community. That community 

advocated changes in other planks. In the process, we added a member to the Platform 

Committee from the disability community and created an entire plank to address the 

commitments we have to equity in that community. 

 

Pages 12 and 13 represent conflicting submissions to our Healthcare plank. The committee 

worked on incorporating the submission to change the wording related to medical assistance in 

dying. The PC Disability Caucus recommended removing the issue altogether. Page 12 

incorporates changing “physician assisted suicide” with “assistance in dying.” In addition it 

incorporates changes in our healthcare system that would need to be in existence to better 

ensure individuals have choices to live and die as they wish while recognizing that disability 

advocates continue to have serious reservations about this policy assistance in dying (context in 

italics will not be part of the Platform.) 

 

Page 13 is the same as Page 12, however page 13 removes the position of assistance in dying. 

The Platform Committee wrestled mightily with this issue and decided that the best way forward 

was for the conversation to happen amongst all PCs. We agree that regardless of the outcome of 

a vote on this issue, the conversation makes us better Democrats. 

 

Additionally we will ask that the Pima County Committee approve alphabetizing and 

renumbering newly-created planks once they are approved. 



PREAMBLE   
  

The   job   of   our   government   is   to   ensure   freedom,   liberty,   safety,   security,   justice   and   prosperity   
for   all,   now   and   for   generations   to   come.   In   any   democracy,   the   power   of   government   resides   
with   the   people.   These   principles   are   set   forth   in   the   United   States   Constitution,   its   Preamble,   
and   the   Declaration   of   Independence.   Democrats   are   committed   to   making   our   nation   a   place   
where   these   values   are   lived   realities   for   all.     

  
In   practice,   this   means   we   stand   for   a   government   of   the   people,   by   the   people,   and   for   the   
people   that:     
● Achieves   true   equality   among   people   regardless   of   ethnic   origin,   race,   religion,   sexual   

orientation,   gender   identity,   gender   expression,    disability     physical   ability ,   age   and   class;   
  



2-ANTI-RACISM 

Racism has  infected and  been undermin ing  our democracy throughout our nation’s history. 
Until we, as Americans and as Democrats, acknowledge this truth, we will continue to confront 
its manifestations rather than eliminate the cause: deliberately racist government policies. In a 
nation built on a foundation of white supremacy, treat the symptoms rather than eliminate the 
disease.  Wwe cannot be satisfied with symbolic gestures, half-measures and half-truths. We 
Democrats acknowledge our contribution to this oppressive system moral sickness , and must 
approach every one of the issues in our platform with a commitment to addressing how race 
and discrimination  influence  affects power structures and the policies we uphold. We intend to 
serve as a model for how to meaningfully address this issue.  

 
 



6-ENERGY    INFRASTRUCTURE    AND   ENVIRONMENT     
Climate   change   due   to   human   activities   is   an   urgent   existential   threat.    Rising   
temperatures   generate   extreme   and   more   dangerous   meteorological   events.    As   the   
planet   warms,   glaciers   melt,   sea   levels   rise,   and   species   (including   those   responsible   
for   our   food   supply)   go   extinct.    Little   time   remains   for   us   to   mitigate   these   effects   if   our   
species   are   going   to   survive.    We   must   shift   from   dependence   on   fossil   fuels   to   
renewable   energy   sources,    and   build   a   21st   Century   green   infrastructure,    thus   reducing   
CO2   and   other   greenhouse   gases   responsible   for   global   warming.   

  
Therefore,   we   support   the   work   to:   
  

A. Adopt   The   Green   New   Deal,   a   proposed   stimulus   program   that   addresses   
climate   change   and   economic   inequality   –   expanding   solar   power   and   
decreasing   dependence   on   other   forms   of   nonrenewable   and   nuclear   
energy;   

B. Build   a   clean-energy   economy   by   investing   in   efficient   energy   
technologies,   industries   and   approaches,   especially   solar   energy   in   
Arizona;   

C. Require   all   publicly-funded   building   projects   to   use   solar   and   
alternative-energy   techniques;   

D. Increase   vehicle   fuel   efficiency,    increase   electric   vehicle   fueling   stations ,   
and   support   other   solutions   that   reduce   fossil   fuel   use;   

E. Implement   Tucson’s   2030   District   to   reduce   greenhouse   gases,   conserve   
water,   and   address   climate-change   impacts;   

F. Stop   deforestation   and   engage   in   extensive   reforestation   to   reduce   global   
warming;   

G. Recommit   to   Paris   Climate   Accords,   and   participate   in   good   faith;   
H. Limit   the   amount   of   carbon   that   polluters   are   permitted   to   emit;   
I. Restore   and   expand   the   renewable   portfolio   standards   for   utilities;   
J. Demand   that   the   Arizona   Corporation   Commission   reduce   and   control   

utility   rates   and   prohibit   any   entity   regulated   by   the   ACC   from   contributing   
to   political   campaigns.     Prohibit   entities   that   contribute   to   ACC   Candidates'   
campaigns   from   intervening   at   the   ACC.   



7-HEALTHCARE   
Quality   healthcare   is   a   human   right.   Although   we   spend   far   more   on   health   care   than   any   other   

nation,   the   World   Health   Organization   ranks   the   United   States   only   37th   for   affordable   

health-care   availability   and   quality.    Millions   of   Americans   are   unable   to   receive   preventive   care   

and   treatment   for   illnesses   and   injuries.    Healthcare   costs   are   the   leading   cause   of   personal   

bankruptcies   in   the   United   States.    This   reality   is    morally   unacceptable   and   costly.   We   don’t   need   
to   spend   more   on   medical   care;   we   need   to   spend   smarter.   

  

Therefore,   we   support   the   work   to:   

  

A. Ensure   affordable   health   care   and   comprehensive   health   insurance   for   all,   

including   dental,   vision,   prenatal   and   mental   health   care,   abortion,   and   

telehealth   reimbursement.   This   solution   is   currently   best   represented   in   the   

Medicare   for   All   HR   1384   (2019)    proposals,   which   include   mechanisms   for   

funding ;   

B. Increase   access   to   mental   health   and   addiction   treatment,   and   decriminalize   

mental-health   issues;   

C. Require   immunizations   as   a   condition   to   attend   all   public   and   private   schools,   

except   where   medically   contraindicated;   

D. Increase   funding   for   rural   hospitals,   including   support   for   migrant   and   indigent   

care.   

E. Fully   fund   Indian   Health   Services.   

F. Fully   fund   veterans’   health-care   services.   

G. Fully   fund   prenatal   care,   women’s   health   and   reproductive   health,   including  

abortion   and   access   to   contraceptives.   

H. Ensure   pharmaceutical   and   health-care   equality   so   that   all   people   get   the   same   

quality   of   care   regardless   of   race,   sexual   orientation,   gender   identity,   or   

economic   status;   

I. Legalize   and   appropriately   regulate   medical   marijuana   use;   

J. Increase   support   for   palliative   care,   and   permit   physician-assisted   suicide   under   

carefully   considered   and   clearly   specified   conditions;   

K. Regulate   the   cost   of   medical   care    and   hospital   services;   

L. Reform   the   patent   system   for   pharmaceuticals   and   medical   devices;   



M. Increase     Ensure    access   to   long-term   care   services     such   as   those   provided   by   

home   and   community   based   services,    in   assisted   living   facilities,   eldercare   and   

hospice;   

N. Support   the   Health   Insurance   Portability   and   Accountability   Act   (HIPAA).   

  



14-SECURITY   AND   SAFETY   
Conversation   about   public   safety   today   focuses   on   police   and   emergency   services.   Abuse   by   law   
enforcement   destroys   public   trust.   The   rise   of   white   nationalism   breeds   civil   disorder.    Among   
the   worst   threats   to   personal   and   public   safety   is   the   gun   violence   that   has   reached   epidemic   
proportions.    Americans   cannot   feel   safe   in   their   homes,   schools,   businesses,   even   their   places   
of   worship.   We   cannot   stand   by   while   our   children   are   slaughtered.   We   must   demand   more   
from   ourselves   and   our   politicians.    Effective   firearms   regulation   is   long   overdue.   

  
Therefore,   we   support   the   work   to:   

  
A. Ban   civilian   possession   and   use   of   military-grade   automatic   and   semiautomatic   

weapons,   bump   stocks,   and   high-capacity   magazines   (no   more   than   10   rounds);   

B. Implement   universal   background   checks   for   the   purchase   of   any   firearm,   and   close   

background-check   loopholes;   

C. Prohibit   perpetrators   of   violence,   including   domestic   abusers,   from   ownership   and/or   

possession   of   a   firearm;   

D. Increase   community-oriented   policing,   including   officer   education   and   retraining   in   the   

racial   context   of   discriminatory   law   enforcement;   

E. Fully   fund   investigation   and   enforcement   efforts   to   track   and   thwart   the   rise   in   domestic   

terror   and   white-supremacist   organizations;     

F. Strengthen   law-enforcement   transparency   and   accountability   through   measures   such   as   

body   cams,   meaningful   public   review,   and   reformed   personnel   practices.   This   must   begin   

with   mechanisms   for   community   collaboration.     



15-TAXES,   REVENUE,   &   SPENDING   

Any   government   must   raise   enough   revenue   to   carry   out   its   duties.   Thus,   the   first   authority   that   

the   U.S.   Constitution   assigned   to   the   federal   government   is   that   of   levying   taxes.    No   one   likes   to   

pay   taxes,   but   all   citizens   have   a   basic   duty   to   contribute   our   fair   share   to   our   government.   To   

generate   sufficient   revenue,   our   government   should   levy   taxes   efficiently,   fairly,   and   always   with   

the   aim   of   promoting   the   general   welfare.   It   must   diligently   collect   all   legally-owed    taxes,   and   

be   a   prudent   and   transparent   steward   of   our   tax   funds.   

Therefore,   we   propose   that   federal,   state   and   local   governments:   

A. Base   individuals’   taxes   on   ability   to   pay,   close   loopholes,   and   assess   wealth   taxes;   

B. End   corporate   tax   breaks   and   use   funds   to   fully   fund   public   education;   

C. Establish   criteria   for   repayment   of   real   estate   and   corporate   development   incentives;     

D. Raise   sufficient   revenue   to   fund   current   government   expenses   and   reduce   the   national   

debt;   

E. Eliminate   the   two-thirds   vote   requirement   for   any   legislation   that   increases   taxes   in   

Arizona;     

F. Fully   fund   and   staff   the   Internal   Revenue   Service   so   the   agency   can   ensure   that   all   

Americans   pay   their   legally-owed   taxes.   

  



JUSTICE IN POLICING 
  

Fewer than 5% of 911 calls concern violent crimes, yet many American police departments have 
armed themselves with military weaponry, including assault rifles and armored personnel 
carriers, which they routinely and unnecessarily deploy against unarmed residents.  
 
Municipalities spend lavishly on police arsenals instead of improving the community conditions 
that lead desperate people to commit crimes. We over-police communities of color and 
subject their residents to disproportionate arrest, prosecution, and imprisonment. 
Officer-involved shootings and uses of force disproportionately injure and kill Black, Brown 
and Indigenous people. Prosecutors seldom criminally charge officers for killing an unarmed 
person. Police officers are immune from civil liability for civil-rights violations. 
  

We unfairly send inappropriately-trained police officers to calls involving people in mental 
health or substance-dependence crises. Law-enforcement training reinforces a warrior culture 
that casts citizens – especially those of color – as constant potential threats, preventing 
officers from forming bonds of trust with the communities they serve. This not only endangers 
communities, but can leave officers feeling isolated, alienated and fearful, jeopardizing their 
physical and mental health, fracturing their families, and too often, contributing to suicides. 
  
To address these problems, federal, state and local governments should: 
  

A. Adopt approaches to policing that value all human life above all else.  
 

B. Re-allocate substantial portions of police budgets to entities that lift people out of 
poverty; food, housing and educational insecurity; unemployment, and ill health.  

C. Create community-response departments to handle assistance calls involving people 
experiencing physical and mental-health crises that call for de-escalation rather than 
armed force. 

D. Route assistance calls through dispatchers outside the police department trained in 
crisis management, mental health, first aid, and substance disorders. Dispatchers 
would determine the appropriate responding agency. 

E. Conduct thorough background checks and mental-health screenings on all police 
applicants. Reject applicants terminated by law-enforcement agencies, or 
who resigned in lieu of termination. 

F. Require all officers to complete a two-year academy program in community-specific 
linguistic and cultural training, implicit and explicit bias, de-escalation, conflict 
resolution, and protecting every community member’s wellbeing.  

G.  Prohibit racial profiling in policing, pre-textual stops, and “no-knock” warrants. 
H. Create independent civilian oversight boards with authority over officer discipline and 

termination.  
I. Establish independent Offices of Inspectors General to investigate and criminally 

prosecute police misconduct.  



J. Remove military-style weaponry from police departments. 
K. Ban police use of physical and chemical restraints that hamper breathing, including 

teargas, chokeholds and strangleholds. 
L. Equip all police officers with body cameras that cannot be turned off when an 

officer responds to a call. Create and administer unambiguous punishments for 
officers who knowingly violate this policy.   

M. Require police agencies to develop comprehensive use-of-force 
policies mandating that officers always use minimal force to subdue individuals. 

N.  Require police agencies to communicate and enforce consequences up to termination 
for officers who make false statements or fail to intercede when a fellow officer uses 
excessive force. 

O. Require police agencies to maintain current, publicly accessible databases detailing 
complaints against named officers who have been disciplined or prosecuted for 
substantial misconduct.  

P. Require police departments and their personnel to reflect the diversity in the 
communities they serve. 

Q. Establish internal racial-equity bodies charged with ensuring that departments assess 
policy decisions for racial impact. 

R. Require police agencies to notify the chief of agency, chief elected executive, elected 
prosecutor, and civilian oversight board, within 48 hours when someone  dies or is 
seriously injured in the presence of police officers.  

S. Abolish the qualified immunity doctrine, thereby enabling people to hold police 
officers liable for violating a person’s constitutional rights. 

T. Require police agencies to care for their officers’ mental health without officers 
fearing career harm. Provide police families an internal, safe and confidential way to 
tell a loved one’s supervisor about mental health concerns. 

U. Limit police union contracts to collective bargaining issues. Contracts should not 
address use-of-force protocols or protect officers convicted of criminal offenses from 
discipline or termination.  

 
 



DISABILITY   

Our   culture   generally   regards   disability   as   an   individual   defect   to   be   fixed   or   cured,   whether   that   

disability   is   sensory,   intellectual,   mental   health/psychiatric,   neurodiverse,   physical/mobility,   or   

learning.    Therefore,   to   be   disabled   is   to   constantly   negotiate   for   self-determination   and   respect   

for   one’s   autonomy   while   needing   and   advocating   for   support.   This   affects   some   40   million   

Americans,   an   estimated   100,000   of   whom   live   in   Pima   County.     

Democrats   recognize   and   acknowledge   that   this   paradigm   obscures   the   systemic,   economic,   

physical   and   attitudinal   barriers   that   people   with   disabilities   experience.   We   commit   to   

dismantling   these   barriers   and   to   supporting   disabled   people’s   expectation   of   equity   and   

self-determination,   starting   with   PCDP’s   own   spaces,   both   brick-and-mortar   and   virtual.     

Thus,   we   advocate   for   laws,   policies,   and   practices   that:   

A. Ensure   access   to,   and   fully   fund,   long-term   care   services   in   the   home   and   community;   

B. Reform   Supplemental   Security   Income   and   Social   Security   Disability   Insurance   to   end   

asset   limits,   increase   benefit   limits   to   at   least   the   federal   poverty   level,   and   permit   

disabled   recipients   to   work   without   losing   these   benefits;   

C. Eliminate   the   legal   exceptions   that   allow   employers   to   pay   some   disabled   workers   less   

than   minimum   wage;   

D. Reverse   the   requirement   that   private   entities   be   given   notice   and   the   opportunity   to   

cure   access   violations   under   the   Arizonans   with   Disabilities   Act   before   a   person   can   sue;   

E. Consider   alternatives   to   guardianship,   such   as   supported   decision   making,   which   

safeguard   disabled   people’s   fundamental   rights   while   allowing   them   to   get   assistance   

from   trusted   others   when   making   important   life   decisions;     

F. Provide   social-service   support   rather   than   relying   on   an   armed   police   response   to   

individuals   experiencing   a   mental   health   crisis;   

G. Support   governmental   capacity   to   mitigate   the   effects   on,   and   plan   for   the   inclusion   of,   

disabled   people,   in   climate-related   or   public   health   emergencies;   

H. Fund   special   education   to   give   students   with   disabilities   the   opportunity   to   learn   in   the   

most   inclusive   environment   possible,   with   access   to   appropriate   adaptive   technology;     

I. Expand   access   to   vocational   rehabilitation   programs,   which   show   a   clear   return   on   

investment   by   training   people   with   disabilities   to   work.     

J. Offer   employers   financial   incentives,   such   as   tax   breaks,   to   hire   disabled   people;   

K. Improve   and   expand   public   transportation,   so   that   people   with   disabilities   can   afford   to   

use   it   safely   and   conveniently;    

L.   Secure   disabled   people's   reproductive   rights   and   choices   to   get   information   on   

consensual   and   safe   sex   practices,   access   contraception,   and   parent   their   own   children.   



7-HEALTHCARE  
J.  Increase support for palliative care, and p  Permit physician-assisted suicide  assistance 

in dying under carefully considered and clearly specified conditions. 
 

K. Increase access to insurance that enables patient autonomy by favoring home and 

community-based services over institutional care;  

L. Increase access to state-regulated assisted-living facilities, and at-home or residential 

eldercare;  

M. Guarantee that the law’s “triggers’’ reflect individual end-of-life prognoses rather 

than the subjective judgement that a patient has a certain number of months to live;  

N. Increase access to palliative and hospice care. 

 

Reasoning behind the Change: Medical aid in dying, under carefully considered and clearly specified 

conditions., should be a legal option for those who freely choose it to end pain and suffering. 

Requesting it should never be the desperate act of a patient failed by a healthcare system that ties 

financial and social-services support to institutionalization, thereby robbing patients of autonomy and 

hope. 

Studies have shown that an overwhelming percentage of those who use Oregon’s assisted-dying law do 
so not due to pain, but to lost autonomy. We must ensure people the autonomy to live, so that having 

the autonomy to die is an unencumbered choice. 

 

 
 

 



Pima County Disability Caucus Suggestion to remove the 

position of any form of physician assistance in dying. 

 

7-HEALTHCARE  
J.  Increase support for palliative care, and permit physician-assisted suicide under 

carefully considered and clearly specified conditions. 
 

K. Increase access to insurance that enables patient autonomy by favoring home and 

community-based services over institutional care;  

L. Increase access to state-regulated assisted-living facilities, and at-home or residential 

eldercare;  

M. Guarantee that the law’s “triggers’’ reflect individual end-of-life prognoses rather 

than the subjective judgement that a patient has a certain number of months to live;  

N. Increase access to palliative and hospice care. 

 

Reasoning behind the Change: Medical aid in dying, under carefully considered and clearly specified 

conditions., should be a legal option for those who freely choose it to end pain and suffering. 

Requesting it should never be the desperate act of a patient failed by a healthcare system that ties 

financial and social-services support to institutionalization, thereby robbing patients of autonomy and 

hope. 

Studies have shown that an overwhelming percentage of those who use Oregon’s assisted-dying law do 
so not due to pain, but to lost autonomy. We must ensure people the autonomy to live, so that having 

the autonomy to die is an unencumbered choice. 
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